We present the definitive data for the full sample of 131 strong gravitational lens candidates observed with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope by the Sloan Lens ACS (SLACS) Survey. All targets were selected for higher-redshift emission lines and lowerredshift continuum in a single Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) spectrum. The foreground galaxies are primarily of early-type morphology, with redshifts from z ≃ 0.05 to 0.5 and velocity dispersions from σ ≃ 160 km s −1 to 400 km s −1 ; the faint background emission-line galaxies have redshifts ranging from z ≃ 0.2 to 1.2. We confirm 70 systems showing clear evidence of multiple imaging of the background galaxy by the foreground galaxy, as well as an additional 19 systems with probable multiple imaging. For 63 clear lensing systems, we present singular isothermal ellipsoid and light-traces-mass gravitational lens models fitted to the ACS imaging data. These strong-lensing mass measurements are supplemented by magnitudes and effective radii measured from ACS surface-brightness photometry and redshifts and velocity dispersions measured from SDSS spectroscopy. These data constitute a unique resource for the quantitative study of the inter-relations between mass, light, and kinematics in massive early-type galaxies. We show that the SLACS lens sample is statistically consistent with being drawn at random from a parent sample of SDSS galaxies with comparable spectroscopic parameters and effective radii, suggesting that the results of SLACS analyses can be generalized to the massive early-type population.
INTRODUCTION
Strong gravitational lensing-the multiple imaging of a distant object by the gravity of an intervening object-provides a direct and accurate measurement of mass in the central regions of elliptical galaxies. This measurement is independent of the dynamical state of the lensing material and nearly independent of its radial density profile (e.g. Kochanek 1991) . Until recently, strong lenses were relatively rare and heterogeneously selected, a fact which has imposed serious limitations on their utility for statistically significant scientific studies. Systematic surveys employing various observational techniques have been conducted in an attempt to surmount this limitation. In the radio domain, significant contributions to the number of known galaxy-scale lenses have been made by the survey of Winn et al. (2000 Winn et al. ( , 2001 Winn et al. ( , 2002a based on the Parkes-MIT-NRAO catalog (Griffith & Wright 1993) and by the Cosmic Lens AllSky Survey (CLASS: Myers et al. 2003; Browne et al. 2003) . Miralda-Escude & Lehar (1992) predicted that large numbers of strong galaxy-galaxy lenses should be visible at optical wavelengths. Many such systems have now been discovered through spectroscopic selection of candidate objects from within the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) database by the Sloan Lens ACS Survey (SLACS: Bolton et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2006; Koopmans et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al. 2007 Gavazzi et al. , 2008 Bolton et al. 2008 , hereafter Papers I-IV and VI-VII respectively; also see Bolton et al. 2005 and Bolton et al. 2007, hereafter B07) and the Optimal Line-of-Sight Survey (OLS; Willis et al. 2005 Willis et al. , 2006 . Numerous strong galaxy-galaxy lenses and lens candidates have also been identified through various combinations of visual and automated inspection of large-area imaging surveys (Ratnatunga et al. 1999; Fassnacht et al. 2004; Moustakas et al. 2007; Cabanac et al. 2007; Belokurov et al. 2007; Kubo & Dell'Antonio 2008; Faure et al. 2008) .
Finally, significant numbers of lensed quasars have been detected through Hubble Space Telescope Snapshot observations of known quasars (Maoz et al. 1993; Morgan et al. 2003) , by high-resolution ground-based surveys of the Hamburg-ESO bright quasar catalog (Wisotzki et al. 1993 (Wisotzki et al. , 1996 (Wisotzki et al. , 1999 Gregg et al. 2000; Wisotzki et al. 2002 Wisotzki et al. , 2004 Blackburne et al. 2008) , and by the SDSS Quasar Lens Search within the SDSS imaging database (Oguri et al. 2006; Inada et al. 2007; Oguri et al. 2007 ). To these systematic discoveries one must also add the many serendipitously discovered strong lenses that comprise a large fraction of the known lens population.
Here we report the observational results of the SLACS Survey from its initiation through the deactivation of the HST Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) in 2007 January. From among 131 successfully observed candidates, we confirm a total of 70 secure strong gravitational lenses and a further 19 possible gravitational lenses, making the SLACS Survey the most productive strong-lens survey to date. As a consequence of the spectroscopic selection method, all of the SLACS lenses have known spectroscopic redshifts for both foreground and background galaxies, giving the SLACS sample an immediate quantitative scientific advantage over strong-lens candidate samples selected from imaging data. This paper represents the definitive source for SLACS Survey data, pending the publication of multi-color HST photometry (primarily from the WFPC2 instrument) currently being completed during Observing Cycle 16, and of a modest number of additional lenses confirmed with WFPC2 imaging during Cycle 15. The organization of this work is as follows. In §2 we describe the candidate selection and HST observing strategy. Section 3 presents our datareduction procedures. Section 4 describes the photometric modeling methods that we apply to the images of the foreground galaxies. We employ both elliptical radial B-spline models (to obtain detailed light profiles and to generate residual images for strong lens modeling) and elliptical de Vaucouleurs (1948) models (to measure global magnitudes and structural parameters). The details of our strong gravitational lens analysis are presented in §5. Our lens classification procedure and an overview of the resulting lens sample is presented in §5.1. Section 5.2 describes our strong-lens mass modeling procedure as applied to 63 of the secure strong lens systems, yielding the aperture-mass measurements that enable the scientific applications of the sample. In §6 we compare our measurements with quantities obtained through other methods, as a cross check and in order to make realistic estimates of our measurement errors. Section 7 examines the representativeness of the SLACS lenses among earlytype galaxies in general. We summarize and offer some concluding remarks in §8. Appendix A provides complete data tables and image figures, as well as comments on the 7 secure lenses that do not admit simple lens-modeling analysis. Throughout this work, we assume a general-relativistic Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmology with matter-density parameter Ω M = 0.3, vacuum energydensity parameter Ω Λ = 0.7, and Hubble parameter H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . Magnitudes are quoted in the AB system.
SAMPLE SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS
The gravitational lenses presented in this work were all selected from the spectroscopic database of the SDSS based on the presence of absorption-dominated galaxy continuum at one redshift and nebular emission lines (Balmer series, [Oii] 3727, or [Oiii] 5007) at another, higher redshift. The spectroscopic lens survey technique was first envisioned by Warren et al. (1996) and Hewett et al. (2000) following the serendipitous discovery of the gravitational lens 0047−2808 through the presence of high-redshift Lyman-α emission in the spectrum of the targeted lower redshift elliptical galaxy. Further details of our particular approach are provided in Bolton et al. (2004) and Paper I. The SLACS Survey includes candidates from the SDSS MAIN galaxy sample (Strauss et al. 2002) in addition to candidates from the SDSS luminous red galaxy (LRG) sample (Eisenstein et al. 2001) . Most candidates were selected on the basis of multiple emission lines, though several lens candidates were observed under HST program #10886 on the basis of secure [Oii] 3727 line detections alone. By virtue of this spectroscopic selection method, all SLACS lenses and lens candidates have secure foreground ("lens") and background ("source") redshifts from the outset. Accurate redshifts such as these are essential to all quantitative scientific applications of strong lensing.
From among the set of spectroscopically identified candidates, target lists for follow-up HST imaging observations were created based on a number of competing considerations: (1) maximal nominal lensing cross sections, as determined from foreground and background redshifts and SDSS velocity dispersions using a singular isothermal sphere model; (2) a reasonably uniform distribution in lens redshifts and velocity dispersions, within the limits of feasibility; and (3) the significance of the spectroscopic detection of background emission lines.
The selected candidates were observed under three discovery programs: #10174 (Cycle 13, PI: L. Koopmans), #10587 (Cycle 14, PI: A. Bolton), and #10886 (Cycle 15, PI: A. Bolton). Program #10174 was executed as a Snapshot program, with two 420-s exposures per visit: one through the F435W filter and one through the F814W filter. Program #10587 was originally implemented identically to #10174, but the F435W exposures were canceled early in the observing cycle, since the advent of 2-gyro HST guiding had significantly reduced Snapshot program execution rates relative to previous cycles. This reduction in Snapshot execution rates somewhat compromised the specific goal of program #10587 to obtain a greater number of lower-mass gravitational lens galaxies, which have a lower confirmation rate by virtue of their smaller lensing cross section. Nevertheless, as seen in B07 and Paper VII, the resulting combined SLACS lens sample has sufficient leverage in mass to define mass-dynamical and mass-luminosity scaling relations for the luminous early-type galaxy population. Program #10886 was executed as a General Observer (GO) program, with one orbit per target through the F814W filter, split among four closely dithered pointings. New lenses confirmed by these discovery programs were subsequently scheduled for observation with full orbits and through complementary filters under programs #10494, #10798, and #11202 (Cycles 14, 15, and 16, respectively; PI: L. Koopmans). All programs used the Wide-Field Channel (WFC) of the ACS until the untimely demise of that camera in 2007 January prompted a transfer of the program to WFPC2.
The work presented here is based on the full SLACS HST-ACS dataset, and includes data from all SLACS programs except #11202, which is carried out entirely with the WFPC2. The analysis in the current paper makes exclusive use of the F814W (I-band) data, since all ACS targets were observed at least once through this filter. Multi-color coverage of the SLACS lens sample is currently being obtained under program #11202; multiband results based on ACS, WFPC2, and NICMOS data will be published following the completion of HST Observing Cycle 16.
DATA REDUCTION
All ACS frames were downloaded from the online archive at the Space Telescope Science Institute on 2007 April 03, having been processed by version 4.6.1 of the CALACS calibration software. The following steps were applied to all frames, after the generation of a catalog file associating multiple exposure, filters, and visits to the same unique target with one another:
1. From the "FLT" file, extract the central 1500×1500 pixel (roughly 75 ′′ × 75 ′′ ) section of the ACS WF1 aperture, in which the targets were centered.
Subtract the sky level as determined by the
MULTIDRIZZLE software and recorded in the MDRIZSKY header parameter.
3. Identify and mask significantly negative "cold pixels" in the cutout, then process the cutout with the L.A. Cosmic software (van Dokkum 2001, as implemented in IDL) in order to identify and mask cosmic rays (CRs).
4. Tabulate manually the approximate pixel location of the target galaxy in each exposure. For multiexposure visits, obtain the approximate shift between exposures through image cross correlation.
5. Use the distortion information in the fits headers to generate tangent-plane RA and Dec coordinate images relative to a fixed reference pixel.
6. Find the centroid of the target galaxy in each frame by fitting an elliptical Moffat profile as a function of RA and Dec (without point-spread function convolution) to the image using the MPFIT2DPEAK nonlinear fitting routine in IDL.
7. Rectify the individual frames onto a uniform 0.05 ′′ grid (centered on the RA and Dec centroid from the previous step) via bilinear interpolation within the images as dictated by the distortion solution. Also rectify, with identical sampling, an appropriate model point-spread function (PSF) as determined by the Tiny Tim software (Krist 1993 ) using an input spectral energy distribution equal to the median of all normalized SDSS spectra of SLACS targets.
8. Divide the counts and count-errors of each frame by the exposure time to convert to counts per second.
9. For sets of multiple dithered exposures, combine all exposures into a single stacked exposure, with an additional CR-rejection step. Similarly, combine the PSF samplings corresponding to the individual exposures.
10. Visually classify all targets for multiplicity and morphology. Systems with two or more foreground galaxies of comparable luminosity are classified as "multiple", while systems with only a single dominant foreground galaxy are classified as "single". Morphological classification is made by a consensus of the authors through the inspection of F814W ACS data alone, and is limited to the categories of "early-type" (elliptical and S0), "late-type" (Sa and later spirals), and "unclassified" (generally ambiguous between S0 and Sa).
We adopt this recipe in preference to the MULTIDRIZZLE reduction package because the "drizzle" re-sampling algorithm (Fruchter & Hook 2002) is not well suited to single-exposure Snapshot data. By using the above reduction procedure for both Snapshot and dithered multi-exposure imaging data, we guarantee that our analysis is as uniform as possible.
PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENT
This section describes the details of our ACS F814W surface photometry. This photometric modeling pertains exclusively to the bright, foreground galaxy in each candidate lens system: i.e., the "lens" in the case of a bona fide strong lens system. These photometric models serve to characterize the brightnesses, sizes, and shapes of the foreground galaxies, as well as to generate modelsubtracted residual images of the background galaxies suitable for the strong-lensing classification and modeling described in §5.2. Depending upon the particular application, we use either radial B-spline models or de Vaucouleurs (1948) models. Direct F814W images of all ACS targets are shown in Figure 5 (in Appendix A).
4.1. Radial B-spline analysis SLACS provides a sample of bright lensing galaxies with relatively faint lensed galaxies in the background. While this is a benefit to the study of the lens galaxies themselves, it presents a challenge for strong-lens mass models that must be fitted to those faint lensed features. We address this challenge with the radial B-spline galaxy image modeling technique, introduced in Paper I. Radial B-splines provide a generalized basis for modeling the radial luminosity profile of early-type galaxies, including low-order angular effects through the inclusion of multipole terms. By virtue of their significant freedom, the radial B-spline models are able to produce very cleanly subtracted residual images of the (often lensed) background galaxies; by contrast, the best-fit de Vaucouleurs or Sérsic (1968) models in many cases leave systematic residuals at count levels comparable to those of the relatively faint strongly lensed features.
In this work, we use radial B-spline models not only to generate residual images, but also as the basis for aperture photometry and light-traces-mass lens models (see §5.2 below). Motivated by this goal, we implement the modeling in a somewhat different manner than in Paper I, incorporating an overall isophotal ellipticity and solving for PSF-deconvolved models. Specifically, we define a generalized elliptical radial coordinate,
where the (x, y) coordinate system has the lens galaxy center at its origin and is aligned with the principal axes of the galaxy image. The lens-galaxy light profile is then modeled as a B-spline function of R ell as described in Paper I, with the lens-galaxy isophotal axis ratio q, the position of the lens center (x c , y c ), and the major-axis position angle of the galaxy image (measured E from N) as non-linear model parameters in addition to the linear B-spline coefficient amplitudes. For a given trial choice of the non-linear parameters, basis images corresponding to the B-spline coefficients are generated and convolved with the appropriate PSF, and the linear combination of these basis images that best fits the data is computed.
We perform the B-spline model fits to the skysubtracted imaging data over a 14 ′′ × 14 ′′ region centered on the target lens candidate galaxies. The box size is chosen primarily to extend well beyond the scale of all lensed features and half-light radii. Before fitting, we manually generate masks for stars, neighboring galaxies, and possible lensed features so as to exclude those pixels from the fits. The initial B-spline modeling includes no higherorder multipole terms, and solves for the non-linear parameters by minimizing the χ 2 statistic using the IDL MPFIT implementation of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Moré & Wright 1993) . The residual images produced by subtracting these initial models are then examined, and the masks are manually grown to exclude features not flagged in the original images. A second round of B-spline models is then computed by fixing the nonlinear parameters and allowing for the following combinations of multipole terms in the fit: none, quadrupole, quadrupole+octopole, dipole, dipole+quadrupole. The inclusion of these terms allows the model to fit the effects of diskiness/boxiness, isophotal twist, variable ellipticity with radius, and an imperfect PSF model. We inspect the residual images generated by subtracting these model fits and select a particular multipole combination. Models are preferred in the order given in the preceding list, with later models being adopted only if they provide visibly significant improvement over earlier models. The inclusion of dipole terms is necessary for some systems in order to model slight asymmetry in the galaxy image. A small number of systems (mostly edge-on S0s) require multipole orders beyond the simple list; those systems are handled separately, with additional multipole orders added until the residual images are satisfactory for strong-lensing analysis. This special handling is only done for systems whose direct images show possible evidence of strong lensing (see Figures 5 and 6 in Appendix A).
De Vaucouleurs analysis
To compute standardized model magnitudes, effective radii R e , and projected axis ratios of the SLACS targets, we fit the images with two-dimensional ellipsoidal de Vaucouleurs luminosity profiles. These fits are performed over a 51 ′′ × 51 ′′ square region centered on the target galaxies (approximately half the narrower dimension of the WF1 CCD aperture in which the targets were rougly centered). The manually created masks from the B-spline stage are applied in the central regions; stars and neighboring galaxies outside the manually masked area are masked from the de Vaucouleurs fit with a singlestep "clipping" of pixels that deviate by more than 4 sigma higher than the model. The fits are performed using the MPFIT2DFUN procedure in IDL, and include convolution with the appropriate rectified and stacked Tiny Tim PSF. The initial optimization is done by sampling the model at one point per data pixel; a final optimization is done with 5 × 5 sub-sampling per pixel. Model magnitudes are computed from the full (not truncated) analytic integral of the best-fit de Vaucouleurs model. Effective radii are quoted at the intermediate axis: i.e., the geometric mean of the major and minor axes of the elliptical isophotal contour enclosing one-half the model flux.
To test for bias in the de Vaucouleurs model-based magnitude measurements, we compare to aperture fluxes evaluated using the more general B-spline luminosityprofile models of §4.1. We consider an aperture defined by twice the de Vaucouleurs effective radius, which in the de Vaucouleurs case encloses 69% of the total model flux. We exclude ten galaxies whose effective radius exceeds the range modeled by the B-spline method above. The mean fractional difference (B-spline minus de Vaucouleurs) in aperture flux values across the sample is 1.0%, with an RMS difference of 2.3%. Thus we see that the de Vaucouleurs magnitudes are in good agreement with magnitudes determined through less parametric methods.
In order to obtain rest-frame photometric quantities, we apply several corrections to the observed I-band magnitudes. We apply corrections for Galactic dust extinction using the values of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998) . We also apply k-corrections to transform observed I-band magnitudes to rest-frame V -band magnitudes: these two passbands are very well matched for the higher redshift SLACS lenses, and reasonably close in wavelength for the lower redshift lenses. Since multiband observations are not available for the full target sample, and since the SDSS colors will in general be affected by contributions from the background galaxies, we apply a single redshift-dependent k-correction based upon a single-burst synthetic stellar population (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) , as described in Treu et al. (2001b) . These same k-corrections were used in the analysis of Paper IV, and should be well suited to the old stellar populations fund in the SLACS lenses (see Paper II). We expect these k-corrections to be accurate to better than 0.05 mag (MacArthur et al. 2007 ). Forthcoming multi-band HST photometry for the full SLACS lens sample will permit measurement of lensgalaxy colors separately from those of the background galaxies, thus enabling the most accurate k-corrections. The k corrections applied in B07 included a computational error that has been corrected in the current analysis (and that does not alter the conclusions of that work, as can be seen in Paper VII). We derive corrections to absolute luminosity using the adopted (Ω M , Ω Λ , h) = (0.3, 0.7, 0.7) FRW cosmology. Finally, we correct for luminosity evolution in the sample assuming a rate of d log L V /dz = 0.4 (Kelson et al. 2000b; Treu et al. 2001a; Moran et al. 2005) , derived from the evolution of the fundamental plane relationship (FP Dressler et al. 1987; Djorgovski & Davis 1987 ). Ideally we would like to constrain this evolution rate directly within the SLACS sample, but the sample probes systematically more massive and luminous galaxies at higher redshift, and thus evolutionary trends are significantly covariant with mass/luminosity trends (see Figure 1 in §5.1 below). The evolution correction that we apply here is the same as was adopted in Paper IV, though here we correct luminosities to z = 0 rather than z = 0.2. In either case, the RMS variation about the sample mean luminosity correction is on the order of a few hundredths dex, since the SLACS sample does not span an especially wide range in redshift. The measured photometric parameters for the full SLACS target sample are presented in Table 4 (in Appendix A), along with SDSS names/coordinates, redshifts, and velocity dispersions.
STRONG LENSING ANALYSIS
This section presents the details of our strong-lensing analysis. The first evidence in support of the stronglensing hypothesis is the presence of two distinct galaxy redshifts within the same SDSS spectrum, covering a 3 ′′ diameter spatial region, which forms the basis of our HST-ACS target selection. Further evidence is provided by the appearance of features characteristic of strong lensing in our high-resolution HST follow-up imaging, by successful quantitative strong-lensing models of those features, and in some cases by spatially resolve spectroscopy of the background-redshift emission-line flux.
Classification and sample overview
The classification of observed candidates into lenses and non-lenses is made by visual examination of the direct and B-spline model-subtracted residual images in all available HST-ACS bands, based on the appearance of arcs, rings, and multiple images centered on the position of the foreground galaxy. Initially, this classification is made independently by three different subsets of the authors (ASB, RG, and LVEK + TT). Out of the systems selected as definite lenses by any one individual initial judgment, the percentage of unanimously agreed-upon definite lenses ranges from 77% to 87%. Subsequently, all systems are inspected simultaneously by a single group of authors (ASB + LVEK + TT + LAM), and a consensus classification into definite lenses ("grade A"), possible lenses ("grade B"), and non-lenses or systems of unknown status ("grade X") is decided, additionally taking into account integral-field spectroscopic evidence where available (see below). In the case of grade-A systems, the ACS direct and residual images show clear evidence of multiple imaging of a background galaxy consistent with general strong-lensing geometries. For grade B systems, the ACS data show evidence of probable multiple imaging, but have either a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) too low for reliable lens modeling and definitive conclusion, or some degree of ambiguity in the identification of lensed features. We anticipate that the majority of the grade-B systems will be promoted to grade-A upon the completion of deeper imaging in multiple bands. Grade X is a catch-all classification that includes systems where the background galaxy is only singly imaged (i.e., positioned at large impact parameter relative to the foreground galaxy) and systems where the likely source of background-redshift line emission is either undetected or very weakly detected in the ACS imaging. In principle, grade-X systems with a background galaxy at large impact parameter are also a matter of insufficient SNR, since at arbitrary imaging depth some part of any background galaxy may be seen to be strongly lensed. However, practical confirmation and measurement seems out of reach for these systems. The consensus classifications of all ACS targets are given in Table 4 in Appendix A.
Out of a total of 131 successfully observed targets, we confirm a total of 70 grade-A lenses, 19 grade-B lenses, and 42 non-lenses (grade X). The numerical breakdown of lenses confirmed in each of the three discovery programs (#10174, #10587, and #10886) is presented in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows the distribution of SLACS targets and confirmed lenses in redshift, velocity dispersion, and luminosity. One can see the significant covariance between magnitude and redshift-fundamentally a consequence of the SDSS spectroscopic target selection-that prevents us from using the SLACS lens sample to track the evolution of a single population across redshift. We must rather assume a rate of luminosity evolution as we have done here, or alternatively assume that the sample evolves onto the locally observed FP relation at redshift z = 0. This latter approach will be feasible once multiband photometry of the SLACS lens sample is complete.
One of the powerful aspects of the selection of SLACS targets from within the SDSS spectroscopic database is the ability to estimate the angular lensing Einstein radius b (and hence the strong-lensing cross section) of candidates before follow-up observation. This is possible through the combination of foreground and background spectroscopic redshifts with measured SDSS velocity dispersions and a simple singular isothermal sphere model as per Equation 2. The conversion from lensing cross section to lensing probability requires a knowledge of the distribution of background galaxies in size and luminosity, as well as an accounting for the footprint of the SDSS fiber projected back into the un-lensed background plane (which depends upon the lens strength). Nevertheless, the probability that a source is a strong lens should be an increasing function of strong-lensing cross section and hence of predicted Einstein radius. Figure 2 shows this effect for the SLACS targets with well-measured SDSS velocity dispersions. We see a rise from a ≈20% confirmation at a predicted b of 0.
′′ 5 up to a ≈100% confirmation rate at a predicted b of 2 ′′ . In some cases, spatially resolved integral-field unit (IFU) spectroscopy of SLACS targets is available from a separate survey program using the Magellan and Gemini telescopes. The details of this IFU survey, along with narrow-band images extracted from the IFU data cubes showing the spatial morphology of the background line emission, are presented by . A subset of these IFU data were also presented in Paper I, showing how the spatial coincidence between putative lensed features in the HST imaging and high-redshift emission-line flux in the IFU data can solidify the stronglens hypothesis. The full list of SLACS targets with Magellan and Gemini IFU spectroscopy is presented in Ta- -SLACS lens confirmation rate as a function of predicted Einstein radius θ E . Values for θ E are computed from foreground and background galaxy redshifts and velocity dispersions, all measured from SDSS spectroscopy, in combination with a singular isothermal sphere galaxy model. Only systems with a median SNR of 10 or more per 69-km s −1 pixel over the rest-frame range 4100Å to 6800Å are considered here, so as to ensure well-measured velocity dispersions. Solid black line shows lens confirmation rate (left-hand ordinate) for grade "A" lenses, while black diamonds indicate the confirmation rate for grade "A" and "B" lenses combined. Dashed gray line shows total number of targeted systems in each bin (right-hand ordinate).
ble 2, along with brief comments on the implications of the IFU data for the interpretation of the HST imaging. A separate program to obtain VLT IFU spectroscopy (at lower spatial resolution but higher SNR) is described in Czoske et al. (2008) .
Mass modeling
Here we describe our strong-lens mass modeling procedure and results. Construction of a successful strong gravitational lens model is necessary both to solidify the lensing hypothesis in a candidate lens system and to make the lens-mass measurements of scientific interest. Lens models must simultaneously describe the distribution of light in the un-lensed background "source plane" and the distribution of mass in the foreground "lens plane" that generates the gravitational potential through which the source plane is viewed.
For all systems classified as grade-A lenses, we fit the putative lensed images with a singular isothermal ellipsoid (SIE) lens model (Kormann et al. 1994 ; Kassiola & Kovner 1993; Keeton & Kochanek 1998 ). The SIE model consists of similar concentric and aligned elliptical isodensity contours with axis ratio q SIE . In the circular (q = 1) limit, the projected surface density of the SIE falls off as Σ ∝ R −1 in two dimensions. The model is parameterized by its angular Einstein radius b, which is related to the physical mass model through
Here, σ SIE is a velocity-dispersion parameter and D LS and D S are cosmological angular-diameter distances from lens to source and observer to source respectively. As in previous SLACS papers, we adopt the intermediate-axis normalization of Kormann et al. (1994) , whereby the mass within a given isodensity contour remains constant at fixed b for changing axis ratio q SIE . We model the lensed background galaxies as either single or multiple Gaussian or Sérsic ellipsoid components as necessary to obtain a good fit. The center of the mass model is constrained to be coincident with the center of the lens-galaxy light profile. Initial trial values for the lens-model Einstein radius and axis ratio are taken from the separation of the candidate lensed images and from the ellipticity of the light profile. The model lensed image is generated by raytracing through the analytic SIE mass model to view the parameterized source galaxy model, and subsequently convolved with the ACS PSF. All model parameters (lens and source) are adjusted manually to approximately match the data, and are then optimized using MPFIT. The final outcome is a set of lens-model and sourcecomponent parameters, along with a model for the lensed image configuration. This parametric source-plane technique (also employed by B07 and Marshall et al. 2007) can be contrasted with the pixellated source-plane techniques for modeling resolved optical sources described by Warren & Dye (2003) , Treu & Koopmans (2004) , Wayth & Webster (2006) , and Paper III. We employ the parameterized strategy for its simplicity and ease of implementation, and for the robustness of the resulting aperture-mass measurements. Future work will apply the pixellated source-plane method to the full SLACS lens sample. Figure 6 and Table 5 in Appendix A present the best-fit lens-model images and parameters that result from this modeling procedure. With the exception of the systems listed in Table 6 of Appendix A (which all involve com- plicating factors as described), the SIE analysis yields successful models of the lensed surface-brightness distribution. In certain cases we see data-model mismatch at the level of detailed features, as is to be expected given the parameterization of the source-plane surfacebrightness distribution in terms of Gaussian and Sérsic ellipsoids. This outcome confirms the essential validity of our visual classifications: the trained eye is in fact quite good at "mental modeling" and hypothesis testing in strong lensing.
It is worth noting that the SIE lens modeling succeeds with the peak of the mass distribution constrained to be coincident with the peak of the luminosity profile. This is consistent with stellar mass being the dominant contributor to the gravitational field in the central kiloparsecs, and requires that the dark-matter component and any significant gas mass be well aligned with the stellar spheroid. Furthermore, this coincidence requires that the SLACS lenses must be located at or very near to the center of mass of any environmental overdensities (groups/clusters) in which they may be located. We can quantify the extent of the average mass-light centroid coincidence by continuing the lens-model optimization while freeing the mass centroid to move in position. For this analysis, we identify a subset of 32 grade-A lenses that are either complete or nearly complete "Einstein rings" with relatively high SNR lensed features, which we refer to as the "ring subset" and which are identified in Table 5 (in Appendix A). Since the lensed images in this subset extend through a large range in azimuth about the lens center, the mass centroids of the lens models are especially well constrained. We find an RMS shift of the mass centroid of 0.
′′ 044-approximately one native ACS pixel. Such shifts are probably small enough to be consistent with no shift at all, given the many accumulated sources of minor uncertainty. Converting the shifts to physical scales at the lens redshifts, the RMS mass centroid shift is 140 parsecs. As a fraction of the measured Einstein radii, the RMS shift is 3.5%. The quantitative implications of this positional mass-light alignment will be explored in a future SLACS publication.
In most scientific applications of strong lensing, measured Einstein radii are of primary interest, providing direct determinations of the enclosed mass. In the case of Einstein ring images or symmetric quadruple-image lenses, this aperture-mass measurement is nearly independent of the radial density profile of the adopted lens model (Kochanek 1991) . When the lensed image configuration is significantly asymmetric, the Einstein radius parameter measured from the data becomes somewhat dependent on the assumed mass model (e.g., Rusin et al. 2003) . To assess the magnitude of this effect in the SLACS sample, we also fit all SIE-modeled systems with light-traces-mass (LTM) lens models derived from the Bspline galaxy models. We use the deconvolved B-spline ellipsoid model with no multipole dependence, since the higher-order models needed to produce the best residual images are in some cases unstable under deconvolution. We compute the lensing deflection of the LTM models directly from the deconvolved B-spline model images using fast Fourier techniques (e.g., Wayth & Webster 2006) , and take the overall mass-to-light ratio for each system as a free parameter analogous to the Einstein radius parameter of the SIE model. We also include an external shear and its position angle as free parameters, in order to allow for angular degrees of freedom analogous to the free axis ratio and position-angle parameters of the SIE, which are necessary in order to obtain reasonable fits (e.g. Keeton et al. 1997) . In a comparative sense, this can give a slight advantage to the LTM over the SIE models, since the former can model both an internal quadrupole moment (through the fixed ellipticity of the light profile) and an external quadrupole moment (through the shear). In the majority of cases, however, the best-fit SIE and LTM model images for the lensed features are visually indistinguishable from one another. We note however that the results of Paper III (based on combined lensing and dynamical models), Paper IV (based on combined strong-and weaklensing analysis), Paper VI (for the double Einstein ring SDSSJ0946+1006), and Paper VII (based on homologous ensemble strong-lensing analysis) strongly favor the SIE radial mass-density profile over the LTM profile for the SLACS lens sample (also see , Rusin et al. 2003 Rusin & Kochanek 2005) . We convert the fitted LTM mass-to-light ratios into LTM Einstein radii by determining the radial position at which the lensing deflection of the best-fit LTM mass model exactly matches the radial offset from the lens center in the circular limit. The LTM mass model parameters are given in Table 5 , and the model images can be seen along with the SIE model images in Figure 6 (all within Appendix A). These LTM lens models are used alongside the SIE models in Paper VII to assess the dependence of the derived physical scaling relations upon the assumed form of the lensing mass model.
MEASUREMENT COMPARISONS AND ERRORS
In this section we compare our mass and light parameter measurements to values obtained for the same systems through different procedures. This provides both a sanity check and a more realistic sense of the measurement errors associated with the individual parameters. Formal statistical errors can be obtained from the parameter covariance matrices (evaluated at the best-fit parameter values in the case of non-linear fits), but these estimates only account for the contribution of photonnoise and read-noise to the error budget, and they only apply to the idealized case where the true luminosity and mass distributions under study are exactly of the forms described by the parameterized models. Though the system-by-system uncertainties in all quantities of interest will in general depend upon the details of the lensed image configuration in that system and upon the depth of observation, subsequent work will benefit from the determination of the typical realistic uncertainty across the sample in each measured parameter. In particular, the empirical scaling-relation analyses of Paper VII employ the estimates of characteristic errors that we derive here. Table 3 presents a summary of the formal statistical errors and the adopted empirical errors derived from the analysis of this section.
Mass model parameters
First we compare our SIE Einstein radius measurements with those measured for subsets of SLACS lenses in Paper III (14 systems in common) and Paper IV (13 systems in common), as well as with the measurements made for B07 (34 systems in common). The lens modeling of Paper III and Paper IV was carried out with a regularized pixellated source plane as opposed to the multi-Sérsic models of this work. The models of B07, meanwhile, were parameterized in the same manner as in the current work, but were fitted directly to the native pixel data of single Snapshot exposures, rather than to the rectified (and in some cases combined) frames used in this work. We also note that the values published in Table 1 of Paper IV reflect an error in the conversion from major-axis to intermediate-axis conventions, and should be divided by the square-root of the mass axis ratio to provide for a proper comparison to the values of this paper. The corrections are small, and we have verified that the results and conclusions of Paper IV are not significantly altered by the change. Figure 3 shows the fractional difference between SIE Einstein radii measured by different methods for the same systems, as a function of SIE Einstein radius b. The RMS fractional differences are 2% for Paper III and B07 relative to the current work, with no significant systematic bias. Relative to this work, the values of Paper IV exhibit a larger 6% fractional scatter, though this reduces to 3% with no significant systematic offset if the two outlying systems J0728 and J0841 are excluded. With regard to these two systems: J0728 shows complex lensing morphology that may admit qualitatively different lens-model interpretations, while J0841 is a highly asymmetric doubleimage lens, for which the measured Einstein radius can be more significantly degenerate with a combination of mass axis ratio and position angle. In subsequent analyses, we will adopt a 2% RMS fractional error as our best estimate of the uncertainty on measured Einstein radii. For comparison, the median formal statistical error for the 63 Einstein-radius measurements given in this paper is 0.2%.
We also wish to determine the actual error in the lensing measurements of the projected mass axis ratio and major-axis position angle through comparison of current measurements to the SIE models of B07. For the minorto-major projected mass axis ratio q SIE (which ranges between 0 and 1), we find an RMS difference of 0.05 with no significant systematic bias. We will adopt 0.05 as our typical parameter uncertainty, which contrasts with the much smaller median formal statistical error in q SIE of 0.005. Comparing position-angle measurements, we find a mean difference (B07 minus this work) of 0.8
• ± 1.0 • -consistent with no systematic misalignment-with an RMS difference of 5.7
• , after rejecting three outlier systems with large position-angle differences between the two works. Even in these outlier cases (J0935−0003, J1204+0358, and J1403+0006), the Einstein-radius measurements between the two works agree to within 5%, a fact which highlights the relative robustness of the Einstein radius among lens parameter measurements. For the ring subset defined in §5.2-for which the angular mass properties are especially well constrained-the RMS position-angle difference (B07 minus this work) is a much smaller 2.0
• . Thus we see that a 2 • -6
• RMS statistical uncertainty applies for the measured mass position angles, though we recognize that catastrophic outliers may creep in. For comparison, the median formal statistical error in the measured mass position angles is less than 1
• .
6.2. Surface-brightness model parameters Next we compare multiple F814W de Vaucouleurs surface photometry measurements for the same target galaxies. Perhaps the best check of purely "statistical" (though not photon-counting) photometric errors is obtained through comparison of magnitudes measured for the 16 systems with both Snapshot (discovery) and fullorbit (follow-up) observations through the same filter. In this case, the mean offset (snapshot minus full-orbit) is −0.01 magnitude, with an RMS offset of 0.03 magnitude. For comparison, the formal statistical error estimates for these measurements are at the level of one to two millimagnitudes. We will adopt this value of 0.03 magnitudes as our photometric error estimate for all systems. Though the full-orbit measurements should arguably be given smaller errors, we do not wish to over-weight the 43 lens systems with full-orbit F814W photometry relative to the 20 with only Snapshot measurements (and in any event, the dominant magnitude errors are not set by the observation depth). The measurements made and published previously in the SLACS series have used slightly different modelfitting procedures, and the resulting dispersion in values provides a further check on our levels of statistical and systematic confidence. The closest comparison is to the Snapshot photometry of 15 systems in Paper II, for which the reduction, masking, and fitting procedures were most similar (though not identical) to the current methods. We find a mean offset (Paper II minus this work) of −0.026 magnitudes and an RMS difference of 0.047 magnitudes. Comparing next to 21 photometric values published in Paper IV, we find a mean offset (Paper IV minus this work) of −0.013 and an RMS difference of 0.2 magnitudes.
11 The Paper IV values were taken from models fitted to a significantly smaller region (24 ′′ to a side, versus the 54 ′′ to a side used in this work), and the Paper IV masking procedure was fully automated whereas this work applies manual masks in the inner 14 ′′ × 14 ′′ . Paper IV measurements also included a free diskiness/boxiness parameter whereas the models of the current work are pure ellipsoids. Thus we interpret the scatter between these two sets of magnitudes as evidence of the well-known effect that de Vaucouleurs magnitude of a galaxy depends both on the galaxy itself and upon the fitting procedure used, due to departures of the real galaxy from the simple de Vaucouleurs ellipsoid form. While this could perhaps be mitigated by the use of the Sérsic model, the extrapolated flux in the low-surface brightness wings of the Sérsic model is highly dependent upon the Sérsic index n, and becomes quite a large fraction of the total model flux when n becomes large. Use of Sérsic magnitudes would also greatly complicate comparison with other studies based upon de Vaucouleurs photometry. Thus we work with de Vaucouleurs magnitudes 11 The apparent F814W magnitude for SDSSJ1023+4230 as published in Paper IV should read 16.93. The Paper IV absolute magnitude of this galaxy is correct as printed.
here and in the scaling-relation analyses of Paper VII.
We also compare de Vaucouleurs effective (half-light) radius measurements-taken from the same model fits as the magnitudes-from multiple measurement procedures. Comparing Snapshot to full-orbit measurements as above, we find a mean fractional offset (Snapshot minus full orbit) of 1% and an RMS difference of 3.5%; we will adopt this value as our empirical error estimate going forward. The median formal fractional statistical error in the effective radius measurements, by comparison, is less than two tenths of one percent. Comparing the Snapshot measurements of this work to those of Paper II (converting the latter from a major-axis to an intermediate-axis convention), we find a mean offset (Paper II minus this work) of 0.1% and an RMS difference of 5%. Comparing to Paper IV values, we find a mean difference (Paper IV minus this work) of 0.5% and an RMS difference of 25%. The significant scatter between current and Paper IV values we again attribute to the significant differences in analysis procedures. Finally, we compare the values measured in the current work to iband de Vaucouleurs effective radii from the SDSS photometric database (converting SDSS values from major axis to intermediate axis). Excluding the 6 systems with multiple foreground-galaxy multiplicities, and rejecting a further 6 outlier systems (leaving a sample of 119 total), we find a mean offset (SDSS minus this work) of −0.7% and an RMS difference of 12%. Again, we note that the de Vaucouleurs effective radius depends largely upon the analysis details. Similar scatter in the precise determination of effective radii has been found by (Kelson et al. 2000a ) and Treu et al. (2001b) .
Since errors on the de Vaucouleurs magnitudes and effective radii are significantly correlated, we also derive an empirical error in the effective surface brightness, proportional to the model luminosity divided by the square of the model effective radius. From the comparison of Snapshot to full-orbit measurements of this quantity, we find an RMS fractional difference of 4.5%, which we will adopt as our empirical uncertainty in the measured effective surface brightnesses.
Velocity-dispersion measurements
The stellar velocity dispersion measurements that we present in this paper and use extensively in Paper VII are measured from SDSS spectroscopic data by the Princeton/MIT analysis pipeline.
12 The SDSS spectrograph fibers sample a seeing-convolved circular spatial aperture of 3 ′′ in diameter centered on the target galaxies. The median seeing is ≈ 1. ′′ 4; the physical scale of the fiber diameter is about 10 kpc at a redshift of z = 0.2. Velocity dispersions are measured by fitting a linear combination of stellar templates to the observed galaxy data in pixel space, weighted using the estimated observational errors and masking pixels at common emissionline wavelengths. All templates are shifted together by a free velocity-shift parameter (initialized using the primary galaxy-redshift value), and broadened by a single Gaussian kernel described by a free velocity-dispersion parameter (in addition to broadening by the fixed spectrograph resolution). A grid of trial velocity-dispersion and velocity-shift parameters is explored, and the corresponding χ 2 values are mapped out by optimizing the stellar template coefficients linearly at each grid point. The best-fit velocity dispersion is derived at the χ 2 minimum of a quadratic fit to those points near the minimum in the grid values. The stellar templates themselves are derived from a principal-components analysis of the original ELODIE library of high-resolution stellar spectra (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001) , keeping the 24 most significant eigenvectors from 886 of the 908 stars The ELODIE spectra cover the rest-frame wavelength range 4100-6800Å. For analyses that make use of these velocity dispersions, we only consider the subset of foreground galaxies with median spectral SNR of 10 or greater per 69 km s −1 pixel over this wavelength range. This prevents the inclusion of velocity-dispersion data points with excessively (or catastrophically) large errors.
Unlike most other measurements reported in this work, the SDSS velocity dispersions are generally in an SNR regime where the dominant contribution to the uncertainty is due to the statistics of photon counting. We test for any further random uncertainty by comparing the velocity dispersions measured from the same data by two different revisions of the Princeton/MIT pipelineone run following SDSS-DR4 and one following SDSS-DR6. For all simple early-type systems observed by SLACS with sufficient SDSS spectroscopic SNR to permit a measurement, the velocity-dispersion values from the two different runs are consistent, with a reduced χ 2 of 0.77 across the sample. We thus adopt the formal statistical error estimates directly, though we limit the fractional error estimate for any one system to a minimum of 5% in view of the systematic errors associated with possible mismatch in the stellar templates used in the measurement. Where necessary, we adopt 7% as a single overall value for the uncertainty in all the velocity dispersion measurements, though this value will necessarily be an underestimate of some errors and an overestimate of others.
CONTROL-SAMPLE TESTS
As discussed in Papers I and II, our ability to generalize deductions from the SLACS lens sample to the larger population of early-type galaxies requires an understanding of our selection procedure and of any possible biases that procedure may introduce. In a nutshell, the SLACS target selection is for the following:
1. A quiescent spectrum of the target SDSS galaxy, 2. The presence of higher redshift emission lines in the SDSS spectrum, and 3. Appreciable lensing cross section as estimated from redshifts and stellar velocity dispersions.
For the resulting lens sample, an additional condition is 4. The detection of strongly lensed features in HST imaging.
Our approach here will be similar to that employed in Papers I and II: we replicate conditions 1 and 3 by constructing comparison samples for each target from the SDSS database by identifying galaxies with (roughly) the same redshift, spectral quiescence, and velocity dispersion. The massive data volume of the SDSS spectroscopic database allows us to construct our comparison samples by directly matching observed quantities, thus limiting sensitivity to additional corrections. Furthermore-and unlike the analyses of Papers I and II-we also require the comparison-sample galaxies to have nearly equal effective radii to the corresponding SLACS targets. The combination of velocity-dispersion and effective-radius constraints ensures that the comparison samples should be located at the same point on the fundamental plane as the SLACS galaxies. If conditions 2 and 4 work to make the SLACS target sample significantly biased or un-representative, this should manifest as a biased distribution in magnitudes for the SLACS galaxies relative to their control samples. Our recipe for constructing the comparison samples is summarized as follows. We work with the SDSS DR6 photometric and spectroscopic catalog (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007 ) so as to have the largest possible parent sample, with all data reduced by a single version of the SDSS photometric and spectroscopic pipelines. We select the overall parent sample by requiring a Princeton/MIT SDSS spectroscopic pipeline classification of GALAXY and a rest-frame Hα equivalentwidth measurement of either less than 4Å in value or less than 2 sigma in significance-conditions likewise required for SLACS target selection, with the exception of several late-type lenses and lens candidates. We also require that the best-fit spectroscopic pipeline template describe the spectrum with a reduced χ 2 of no more than 3, since a poor spectral model fit prevents the significant detection of higher-redshift emission lines in the model-subtracted residual spectrum. We impose a minimum median spectral SNR of 10 per pixel over the restframe range 4100-6800Å. This SNR value is computed from the observed-frame SN MEDIAN reported by the Princeton/MIT pipeline through an empirical redshiftdependent conversion determined from the SDSS spectroscopy of the SLACS targets: the approximate restframe median SNR per pixel is given by SN MEDIAN + 20.4 × z lens − 1.24. Finally, we require that the SDSS r-band de Vaucouleurs effective radius be well measured, and that the magnitudes in all five SDSS filters also be well measured. For each SLACS target, we identify the subset of this parent sample within dz = ±0.01 of the SLACS target redshift. We then identify a further subset with effective radii within ±7.5% of the SLACS target value and with velocity dispersions in an interval containing the SLACS target value. The width of the velocity bin is set to 15% of the measured SLACS target velocitydispersion value, and the bin center is chosen so as to give an equal number of comparison galaxies at higher and lower dispersion than the target. As noted in Paper II, a balancing of this sort is necessary due to the steepness of the velocity-dispersion function. For the confirmed SLACS lenses, the resulting comparison samples have from 26 to 2996 galaxies, with a median sample size of 666. These figures exclude the high velocity-dispersion lens SDSSJ0935−0003, which has only two comparisonsample galaxies (which are both brighter than the lens, by 0.1 and 0.5 magnitudes respectively).
With the comparison samples in hand for each SLACS target, we examine the distribution of SLACS magnitudes within these samples. We use SDSS values for the control samples as well as for the SLACS targets, so as to avoid complications of photometric zero-point matching. We reduce the SDSS fluxes of the modeled lenses by a percentage corresponding to the contribution of the lensed images to the total I-band flux within a seeing-convolved circle of radius 3 ′′ , as measured from the HST-ACS data. For reference, we find an offset between ACS F814W de Vaucouleurs magnitude and SDSS i-band magnitude for the SLACS lenses given by i SDSS − I 814 = 0.17, with an RMS scatter of 0.19 magnitude. We compute absolute V -band magnitudes from the SDSS fluxes using distance moduli for our assumed cosmology and k corrections computed using the SDSS2BESSELL procedure of the kcorrect software (Blanton et al. 2003) . We also apply our adopted luminosity-evolution correction, though it makes a difference of only ±0.01 magnitude over the redshift width of the comparison-sample bins. For each SLACS target with a well-measured velocity dispersion, we then determine its rank within the cumulative distributions of absolute magnitude for its comparison sample. The rank values range from 0.5/N samp to 1 − (0.5/N samp ), where N samp is the number of galaxies in the comparison sample including the SLACS target. If the targets are drawn in a representative fashion from their parent samples, these ranks should be distributed uniformly between 0 and 1-a proposition we can test with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) formalism. Figure 4 shows this K-S test of the absolute-magnitude rank distribution for the 52 early-type SLACS A-grade lenses with well-measured SDSS velocity dispersions ("lenses", excluding SDSSJ0935−0003), as well as for the 41 other SLACS early-type target systems with single multiplicity and similarly well-measured velocity dispersions ("others"). The "lenses" are consistent with their parent samples at the 39.2% level, while the "others" are consistent with their parent samples at the 28.2% level. A two-sample K-S tests show that the two SLACS target populations ("lenses" and "others") are consistent with one another in their distributions at the 39.0% level. We can also test for any systematic bias as a function of intrinsic lens-galaxy properties by testing for correlations between the absolute-magnitude rank of lenses within their control samples and their position within the R e -σ e2 plane. If any such correlations were present, then the SLACS lenses would define a biased FP relative to their control samples. In fact there are no such significant correlations: the linear correlation coefficient between magnitude-rank and effective radius (in physical units) is r = −0.080, and the correlation with velocitydispersion is r = −0.088. The correlation of magnitude rank with the product σ 2 e2 R e (proportional to the "dynamical mass" of the lens) is r = −0.065. From these tests we conclude that the SLACS lenses and other targets are statistically consistent with having been drawn at random from the parent SDSS galaxy population with similar spectroscopic properties.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an up-to-date catalog of the largest single confirmed strong gravitational lens sample to date, from the ACS data set of the SLACS Survey. The catalog includes 63 "grade-A" strong galaxy-galaxy lens systems complete with lens and source redshifts, F814W lens-galaxy photometry, gravitational lens models, and (in most cases) stellar velocity dispersions. Such a large and high-quality lens sample serves as a further proofof-concept for the spectroscopic discovery channel, and provides a unique resource for the quantitative study of massive early-type galaxies. Many of the most immediate implications of our measurements for the structure and physical scaling relations of early-type galaxies are explored further in Paper VII.
We have described the details of the image-analysis and parameterized lens-modeling techniques that we use to make mass and luminosity measurements from the HST-ACS imaging data. Our analysis demonstrates that simple singular isothermal ellipsoid and light-traces-mass (plus external shear) lens models, combined with multiple Gaussian or Sérsic ellipsoid models of the lensed background galaxies, can reproduce the lensed image configurations in great detail. (More detailed modeling with pixellated source-plane surface-brightness distributions is currently being conducted to further reduce the level of systematic residuals and to extract all strong-lensing information.) The current models imply a precise positional alignment of the peaks of the mass and light distributions in the foreground lensing galaxies. We have also presented a realistic empirical analysis of the characteristic errors associated with the various measurements reported in this work, which are in general much larger than purely random-statistical considerations would indicate. Finally, we have demonstrated that the SLACS lens sample is statistically consistent with having been drawn at random from a parent population of similar galaxies from the SDSS, a conclusion that supports the generalization of SLACS results to the massive early-type galaxy population in general.
The strong lensing measurements presented in this work afford a unique opportunity to test the results of numerical simulations of galaxy formation, merging, and evolution. This is due to the fact that strong lensing measures total mass directly, in a nearly model-independent sense, and without need for modeling of stellar populations and luminosity evolution. One can envision a particularly simple test as follows. For a particular formation and merger-progenitor scenario, one can select simulated galaxies corresponding to each of the observed lens galaxies by identifying those with identical (or nearly identical) effective radii of the stellar tracer component (regardless of luminosity) and identical projected aperture masses within the physical Einstein radius of the lens. The line-of-sight velocity dispersions would then be computed for the simulated counterparts, and compared to the observed velocity dispersions of the lens galaxies. Through the level of agreement between these predicted and observed velocity dispersions across the full range of relevant scales, various formation scenarios could in principle be distinguished from one another. This amounts to a test of whether or not the simulated galaxies define the same mass plane-as defined in B07 and discussed further in Paper VII, in analogy to the fundamental planebut through direct comparison with the data, rather than through the comparison of scaling-relation coefficients.
The main limitations to further quantitative study of the SLACS lens sample are due to (1) the observational error in the velocity dispersions derived from SDSS spectroscopy, and (2) the lack of high-resolution multi-color imaging of the full sample. To address the first limitation, follow-up spectroscopy of SLACS lenses is being pursued at the Keck and VLT observatories (Czoske et al. 2008) . This spectroscopy additionally affords spatial resolution, allowing a direct measurement of the stellar kinematics within fixed physical apertures. The second limitation is being addressed though continued HST imaging of confirmed lenses in multiple bands, which will allow quantitative study of the stellar populations within the SLACS lens galaxies and their lensed background source galaxies (Marshall et al. 2007 This work has made extensive use of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey database. Funding for the SDSS and SDSS-II has been provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the Participating Institutions, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Japanese Monbukagakusho, the Max Planck Society, and the Higher Education Funding Council for England. The SDSS Web Site is http://www.sdss.org/.
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-Plate-MJD-Fiber constitute a unique SDSS spectrum identifier. Redshifts z FG and z BG are for foreground and background galaxies respectively, as measured from SDSS data: z FG values are taken directly from the SDSS database, while z BG values are measured as described in Bolton et al. (2004) . Apparent magnitudes I 814 are from HST-ACS de Vaucouleurs models, and are quoted in the AB system without correction for Galactic extinction. Magnitudes are measured from either 420-s Snapshot exposures ("s" for "snap") or full-orbit multi-exposure images ("d" for "deep"). I-band Galactic dust extinction values based on Schlegel et al. (1998) maps are given separately, and should be subtracted from observed magnitudes to give dust-corrected magnitudes. Rest-frame luminosities L V 555 are as computed from I 814 with corrections for Galactic extinction, evolution, k-correction, and cosmological distance modulus as described in the text, assuming an absolute solar AB magnitude of V 555,⊙ = 4.83. Effective radii Re are measured from de Vaucouleurs image models, and quoted at the intermediate axis. L e2 /L deV gives ratio of luminosity within Re/2 as determined from B-spline models to total de Vaucouleurs model luminosity. B/A gives ratio of minor to major axes for the de Vaucouleurs image models. P A gives de Vauc. major-axis position angles measured E from N. Velocity dispersions σ SDSS are uncorrected for aperture effects. Reported errors are limited to a minimum of 0.05σ SDSS . No σ SDSS values are reported for systems whose median SNR is less than 10 over the range of rest-frame wavelengths used for the fit, or for systems with multiple foreground galaxies. "Classification" column gives codes denoting (1) foreground-galaxy morphology, (2) foreground-galaxy multiplicity, and (3) status of system as a lens based on available data. Morphology is coded by "E" for early-type (elliptical and S0), "L" for late-type (Sa and later), and "U" for unclassified (galaxies that cannot be unambiguously classed as early-or late-type based on the HST-ACS data). Multiplicity is coded by "S" for single and "M" for multiple. Lens status is coded by "A" for systems with clear and convincing evidence of multiple imaging, "B" for systems with strong evidence of multiple imaging but insufficient SNR for definite conclusion and/or modeling, and "X" for all other systems (non-lenses and non-detections). Systems marked as "A*" are definite lenses, but are not modeled for reasons specified in Table 6 . Mass minor-to-major axis ratios of SIE models are given by q SIE . External shear values for LTM models are given by γext. Position angles P A (of SIE major axis) and P Aγ (of LTM external shear) are measured in degrees E of N. L Ein,SIE /L deV and L Ein,LTM /L deV give luminosity enclosed within SIE and LTM Einstein radii, evaluated using B-spline luminosity models, as a fraction of de Vaucouleurs total model luminosity. Nsrc gives number of source-plane components used to model background galaxy. "Ring Subset?" column indicates whether lens is included in the subset of systems with full or partial Einstein-ring lensed images. "Good σ SDSS ?" column indicates whether velocity dispersion is well-measured in SDSS data. Left: model prediction of best-fit SIE strong lens model for features in residual data image, with critical curve in white; Center: "double-residual" image, after subtraction of B-spline and SIE models; Right: un-lensed source-plane for best-fit SIE lens model, evaluated over a 2.5 ′′ × 2.5 ′′ region and convolved with a 2× de-magnified HST PSF for display purposes, with caustics shown in white. Bottom rows of smaller panels: Same as top row, but for best-fit light-traces-mass (LTM) lens models and without critical curves or caustics. Grayscaling is linear in all images, ranging from −0.25X (white) to X (black). For the direct images, X is set to the 97th-percentile image value as determined from the smooth B-spline model. For the residual and lens-model images, X is set to the 99th-percentile image value as determined from the SIE lens-model image. Figures for all 63 lens models are available through the electronic version of the Astrophysical Journal, or through the website of the first author.
